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product feature matrix feature description legal professional premium home recognition accuracy turns your voice
into text with up to 99% accuracy ... dictate wirelessly with a mobile device: the free dragon dragon speech
recognition guide professional solution - dragon speech recognition guide professional solution ... using your
headset with dragon naturallyspeaking or dragon professional 7 turning on dragon's microphone 8 ... your
bluetooth headset is designed for hands-free communication with your mobile device, tablet, or computer. ... an
introduction to nuance dragon naturallyspeaking - dragon naturallyspeaking is the flagship to an
ever-expanding fleet of voice recognition programs. nuance makes specific versions for professionals in the
medical and legal fields. there are also mobile versions you can use on your smartphone, ipad, or tablet. 5
resources: nuance dragon naturallyspeaking dragon naturallyspeaking 13 faq - nuance communications dragon naturallyspeaking premium mobile  includes a headset and a digital voice ... july 2014 dragon
naturallyspeaking 13 faq 2 ... can i use my own microphone or built-in microphone with dragon naturallyspeaking
13? dragon 13 now supports microphones built into many of the latest laptops for optimal flexibility livemic2
wireless bluetooth microphone & transmitter: user ... - dragon naturallyspeaking all versions of dragon
naturallyspeaking, including the home, premium, professional, legal and medical versions are fully compatible
with a bluetooth sound source, including the livemic2. the set-up is straightforward and you should follow the
dragon instructions for adding a bluetooth audio device as your sound source. dragon naturallyspeaking user
guide 10 - wordpress - dragon naturallyspeaking user guide 10 dragon anywhere - professional-grade mobile
dictation app power pdf. collaboration and productivity with pdf at a price that makes sense. power pdf. click
Ã¢Â€Âœdragon naturallyspeaking.Ã¢Â€Â• consult the naturallyspeaking user manual, located on the atc manual
shelf. last modified: november 10, 2014. dragon bluetooth wireless headset user guide - using your headset
with dragon naturallyspeaking 7 turning on dragon's microphone 8 ... your bluetooth headset is designed for
hands-free communication with your mobile device, tablet, or computer. ... in the sound dialog, make sure the
dragon bluetooth wireless headset ("dragon_bt_ dragon naturallyspeaking 11.5 frequently asked questions - if
you are an existing customer with dragon naturallyspeaking 9 or 10, you can purchase an upgrade to dragon
naturallyspeaking 11.5 directly from our ... o mobile - $299.99 o 2-pak - $349.99 (save $50) o 5-pak - $799.99
(save $200) dragon professional edition - $599.99 nuance dragon medical one - dragonÃ‚Â® medical one
nuance Ã‚Â® dragon Ã‚Â® medical one reference guide . 2 dragonÃ‚Â® medical one ... nuance, scansoft, the
nuance logo, the dragon logo, dragon, dragonbar, naturallyspeaking, naturallymobile, realspeak, nothing but
speech (nbs), natural ... 9 dragonÃ‚Â® medical one powermic ii getting started guide dragon medical trademarks nuanceÃ‚Â®, the nuance logo, dictaphoneÃ‚Â®, dragonÃ‚Â®, dragonbarÃ¢Â„Â¢, the dragon logo,
and naturallyspeakingÃ‚Â® are trademarks or registered trad emarks of nuance communications, inc. or its
affiliates in th e united states and/or other countries. dragon medical 360 direct - speech recognition solutions that dragon direct is a somewhat pared down version of dragon and does not include many of the advanced
functionalities seen in the full version of dragon naturallyspeaking. among the things that it cannot do are the
following: 1. accept speech from a digital recorder, mobile phone or bluetooth microphone 2. powerscribe 360
reporting - nuance communications - 3. if the version of powerscribe 360 reporting you are upgrading does not
have the client admin cleanup tool on the desktop, you need to manually delete the folders indicated above. 4. if
the client has a separate mobile server or separate reporting services server, you will need to repeat this process on
those servers. dragon naturallyspeaking version 11.5 guide de l'utilisateur - mise ÃƒÂ niveau des utilisateurs
existants ÃƒÂ partir des versions 9.x et 10.x 30 structure des fichiers de la version 11 32 accÃƒÂ¨s aux fichiers
journaux, exemples et outils 34 chapitre 3 premiÃƒÂ¨res dictÃƒÂ©es 35 dÃƒÂ©marrer dragon naturallyspeaking
35 premiÃƒÂ¨res dictÃƒÂ©es 37 obtenir de lÃ¢Â€Â™aide 41 rÃƒÂ©solution de problÃƒÂ¨mes 44 la barre
dragon 45 dragon medical - voice products - more accurate than ever. 20% more accurate than dragon
naturallyspeaking medical 9Ã¢Â€Â”and over 38% more accurate than dragon naturallyspeaking professional 10
when used in clinical settings ehr support. navigate and dictate inside software: ... dragonÃ‚Â® medical
mobileÃ¢Â€Â”advanced point-of-care solutions
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